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Rick Steves’ Europe
Wai Lana Yoga
Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Molly of Denali
Wild Kratts
Hero Elementary
Alma’s Way
Curious George
Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Rosie’s Rules
Donkey Hodie
Sesame Street
Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Dinosaur Train
Elinor Wonders Why
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Sesame Street
Rosie’s Rules
Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Arthur
Varies
Varies
Varies
BBC World News Outside Source
BBC World News America
PBS NewsHour

1 TUESDAY
7:00	Finding Your Roots "Flight" Henry Louis
Gates, Jr. meets actors Scarlett Johansson
and Lupita Nyong'o and chef Lidia
Bastianich, whose families crisscrossed
the globe to escape oppression and find
opportunity, leaving them with questions
about those who stayed behind.
8:00	Finding Your Roots “Children of Exile”
9:00	Frontline "Putin's War at Home" Defiant
Russians push back against Putin's
crackdown on critics of the war in Ukraine.
10:00	Frontline "Putin's Road to War" The inside
story of what led to Vladimir Putin's war on
Ukraine.
11:00	Amanpour and Company Christiane
Amanpour leads wide-ranging, in-depth
conversations with global thought leaders
and cultural influencers on the issues and
trends impacting the world each day, from
politics, business and technology to arts,
science and sports.

2 WEDNESDAY
7:00	Nature “Woodpeckers: The Hole Story” With
over 240 species of woodpeckers identified,
explore their unique evolutionary journey
and the powerful role they play in every
ecosystem except Antarctica and Australia.
8:00	Nova “Nazca Desert Mystery” Recent finds
of long-hidden lines and figures etched
into the Peruvian desert offer new clues to
the origins and purpose behind these giant
desert symbols.
9:00 Secrets of the Dead “Decoding
Hieroglyphics” A review of how ancient
Egyptian hieroglyphics were first
translated 200 years ago and a look at the
archaeological work being done in Egypt
right now to understand one of the most
important scribes.
10:00	Art of Home: A Wind River Story From
modern art to beading and leather work to
drumming, and music, we’ll follow Native
American artists with a connection to the
Wind River Reservation in Wyoming through
their creative process.
11:00	Amanpour and Company Christiane
Amanpour leads wide-ranging, in-depth
conversations with global thought leaders
and cultural influencers on the issues and
trends impacting the world each day, from
politics, business and technology to arts,
science and sports.

3 THURSDAY
7:00	Colorado Voices "Our Democracy"
7:30	Colorado Experience "Million Dollar
Highway"

8:30	Uss Indianapolis Live - from the Deep
Take a live tour of the wreckage from the
USS Indianapolis, the WWII vessel lying at
the bottom of the Pacific since its sinking in
1945.
9:30	USS Indianapolis: The Final Chapter Follow
a scientific detective story detailing the
discovery of the USS Indianapolis wreck site,
18,000 feet below the Philippine Sea.
11:00	Amanpour and Company

4 FRIDAY
7:00	Washington Week Join award-winning
journalists every Friday night in a robust
roundtable discussion of the week’s major
national news stories.
7:30	Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Join
author, activist and political commentator
Margaret Hoover for a public affairs talk
show that delivers a civil and engaging
contest of ideas among the brightest minds
and freshest voices from across the political
spectrum.
8:00	Great Performances “Ny Phil Reopening
of David Geffen Hall” The New York
Philharmonic celebrates the reopening of
its fully renovated home at Lincoln Center’s
David Geffen Hall with a triumphant
performance of Beethoven’s 9th Symphony,
conducted by the Phil’s music director, Jaap
van Zweden.
9:30	Great Performances "San Francisco
Symphony Reopening Night" Celebrate
opening night of San Francisco Symphony's
109th season as it welcomes its new
GRAMMY-winning music director Esa-Pekka
Salonen, featuring music by John Adams,
Esperanza Spalding & Wayne Shorter and
performances by Alonzo King LINES Ballet.
11:00	Amanpour and Company

5 SATURDAY
12:00	America's Test Kitchen “Jewish Baking”
Test cook Lan Lam makes host Bridget
Lancaster Easy-Braid Challah. Testing expert
Jack Bishop gives a flour primer. Test cook
Erin McMurrer and host Julia Collin Davison
make Crescent-Shaped Rugelach with RaisinWalnut Filling.
12:30	Moveable Feast with Relish Come along for
a mouthwatering ride and catch the spirit of
pop-up cooking with Moveable Feast.
1:00	Lidia's Kitchen "A Kind Gesture"
1:30	In Julia's Kitchen with Master Chefs Chef
Jimmy Sneed cooks soft-shell crabs with
fresh pasta and cole slaw.
2:00	Sara's Weeknight Meals "Spot Prawns
Vancouver"
2:30	Pati's Mexican Table "Cantina Culture and
the Morning After? "
3:00	World's Greatest Cruises "French Canada"

3:30	Rick Steves Art of Europe "The Renaissance"
Around 1400, Europe rediscovered the
aesthetics of ancient Greece and Rome.
4:30	This Old House "Atlanta Whole House
Protection"
5:00	Ask This Old House Ask This Old House
travels across the country to help
homeowners tackle everyday home
improvement projects.
5:30	PBS NewsHour Weekend features
a summary of the day’s national and
international news, using renowned experts
to offer analysis.
6:00	Antiques Roadshow "Vintage San Antonio
Hour 1" Travel with ROADSHOW to Texas
for updated Season 12 appraisals including
Chinese carved walnut shells, ca. 1910, a
Polyphon music box & poster, ca. 1895, and a
Tang Dynasty ceramic horse.
7:00	Agatha Christie's: Poirot "Double Sin" On a
day trip to Lake Windermere, Hastings is very
taken with fellow passenger Mary Durrant
who confides that she is carrying valuable
antiques which she intends to sell to a client.
8:00	Death In Paradise Death in Paradise is a
series of impossible murders set on the
fictional Caribbean island of Sainte Marie.
9:00	Midsomer Murders "Death By Persuasion,
Part 1" When a young woman dressed in
period attire slips away from a campsite
where a Jane Austen fantasy event is taking
place, and is found stabbed in the woods
with a quill, DCI Barnaby and DS Winter
discover that the victim was a journalist
interested in the village’s healthcare drone
delivery program, and are forced to look
back in time to find the killer.
9:50	Midsomer Murders "Death By Persuasion,
Part 2"
10:40	Broadchurch "Episode 8" Decisions are
made, truths are revealed, and lives in
Broadchurch are changed forever.
11:40	Austin City Limits "Lyle Lovett and His Large
Band" AUSTIN CITY LIMITS continues its
longstanding tradition of showcasing the
best of original American music and beyond.

6 SUNDAY
12:00	Downton Abbey Season 5 On Masterpiece
"Episode Two" Season 5 of the international
hit finds the Crawley family and the staff
struggling with responsibilities and choices
as they adjust to life in the Roaring Twenties.
1:10	Downton Abbey Season 5 On Masterpiece
"Episode Three"
2:20	Downton Abbey Season 5 On Masterpiece
"Episode Four"
3:40	Miss Scarlet and the Duke On Masterpiece
“A Pauper’s Grave” Eliza is forced into hiding
when she is the prime suspect in a series of
break-ins at city morgues.
4:40	Colorado Voices "Our Democracy" As
Coloradans head to the polls to exercise
what’s often considered a basic tenent of
democracy, we asked people from around
Colorado what democracy means to them.
5:10	PBS NewsHour Weekend
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5:40	Father Brown "The River Corrupted" Based
on the short stories by G K Chesterton,
Father Brown follows the kindly cleric as he
solves crimes in his community.
6:40	Miss Scarlet and the Duke On Masterpiece
"Angel of Inferno" Eliza is hired to solve
a case of blackmail in the shady world of
Victorian medicine and finds herself with
a new rival - Patrick Nash, the owner of a
private detective agency.
7:40	Magpie Murders On Masterpiece "Episode
4" The puzzle pieces of Alan's death get
more and more jumbled. At the same time,
the plot of his new book and the lives of his
acquaintances start to converge.
8:40	Annika On Masterpiece "Episode 4" An
author who has ruined lives has her own
ruined-permanently.
9:40	La Otra MiradaI “Think of Me” Manuela
doubts her life with Martin, who wants a
child. Roberta wants to report Rafita to the
authorities.
11:10	Tell Me More with Kelly Corrigan "Neal
Katya" In TELL ME MORE, host Kelly Corrigan
invites notable guests to engage in longform conversations about what makes them
tick.

7 MONDAY
7:00	Antiques Roadshow “Vintage San Antonio
Hour 2” See San Antonio finds including
1905 - 1954 World Series programs, Dr. Seuss
lunch box art, ca.1970, and Oscar Heyman
jewelry, ca.1955.
8:00	Antiques Roadshow “Election Collection”
Explore political items from both sides of the
aisle, across the history of the United States
in this special episode, including one find
now valued at $600,000-$800,000.
9:00	Independent Lens "Move Me" After
an accident left dancer Kelsey Peterson
paralyzed, she finds new allies within the
Spinal Cord Injury community while testing
the limits of her recovery, body, and spirit.
10:30 The David Rubenstein Show: Peer to Peer
Conversations “Ruth Porat”
11:00 Amanpour and Company Christiane
Amanpour leads wide-ranging, in-depth
conversations with global thought leaders
and cultural influencers on the issues and
trends impacting the world each day, from
politics, business and technology to arts,
science and sports.

8 TUESDAY
7:00	VOTE 2022: Election Night Special With the
control of the House and Senate hanging in
the balance, PBS NewsHour Judy Woodruff
leads live coverage of the results as they
come in.
9:30	Lifeline: Pearl Harbor's Unknown Hero
Narrated by actor Gary Sinise, LIFELINE:
PEARL HARBOR'S UNKNOWN HERO tells the
story of how U. S.

11:00	Amanpour and Company Christiane
Amanpour leads wide-ranging, in-depth
conversations with global thought leaders
and cultural influencers on the issues and
trends impacting the world each day, from
politics, business and technology to arts,
science and sports.

9 WEDNESDAY
7:00	Nature ” American Ocelot” Dive deep into
South Texas to meet one of the United
States’ most endangered wild cats: the
ocelot.
8:00	Nova “Crypto Decoded” From Bitcoin to
NFTs, crypto is making headlines. But what
exactly is it, and how does it work? Go
beyond the hype and skepticism to unravel
the truth behind a technology some say will
revolutionize more than just money.
9:00	Secrets of the Dead “Hidden in the Amazon”
Using the most up-to-date science in the
laboratory and in the field, scientists and
researchers examine the missing pieces
of each puzzle, completing the picture of
what had been merely an assemblage of
suppositions.”
10:00	Rivers of Life “The Amazon” Boiling streams,
crystal clear lagoons, pink river dolphins
and a strange new reef are some of its many
secret and extreme worlds.
11:00	Amanpour and Company Christiane
Amanpour leads wide-ranging, in-depth
conversations with global thought leaders
and cultural influencers on the issues and
trends impacting the world each day, from
politics, business and technology to arts,
science and sports.

10 THURSDAY
7:00	Colorado Voices "Veterans” Ahead of
veterans day, we want to highlight the
stories of Coloradans who have fought and
sacrificed so much for their country. From
supporting their needs returning from cobat
to caring for their families to honoring their
remains, Coloradans take pride in caring for
those who served.
7:30	Colorado Experience "Twin Lakes" From
Rocky Mountain PBS and History Colorado,
this series explores the people, events and
places that have shaped Colorado.
8:00	Pearl Harbor - Into The Arizona On the
eve of the 75th anniversary, join the first
expedition to explore inside the USS Arizona
since the date that will live in infamy, as
state-of-the-art imaging technology reveals
the aftermath and incredible story of the
Pearl Harbor attack.
9:00	Jack Taylor: The Enterprise In 1942, Jack
Taylor enlisted at the age of 20 and served
as a decorated Navy Hellcat pilot in the skies
over the South Pacific.
10:00	Her War, Her Story: World War II Narrated
by actress Jane Lynch, HER WAR, HER STORY:
WORLD WAR II tells the stories of more than
two dozen women's experiences during the
war.
11:00	Amanpour and Company
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11 FRIDAY
7:00	Washington Week
7:30	Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
8:00	Uso - for the Troops See how the
organization keeps military men and women
connected to country, home, family and
hope, abroad and on the home front.
9:00	Greatest Bond This documentary follows
the journey of four disabled veterans as
they travel to a prison in Gatesville, Texas,
to be paired with a service dog. These dogs
have been expertly trained by female prison
inmates serving hard time.
10:00	Songwriting with Soldiers Join Songwriting
With Soldiers' unique collaborative of
professional artists working with veterans to
tell their stories of war and the return home
through song.
11:00	Amanpour and Company Christiane
Amanpour leads wide-ranging, in-depth
conversations with global thought leaders
and cultural influencers on the issues and
trends impacting the world each day, from
politics, business and technology to arts,
science and sports.

12 SATURDAY
12:00	America's Test Kitchen “Shrimp, Fast and
Slow”
12:30	Moveable Feast with Relish Come along for
a mouthwatering ride and catch the spirit of
pop-up cooking with Moveable Feast.
1:00	Lidia's Kitchen "Simply Dining In"
1:30	In Julia's Kitchen with Master Chefs
"Madhur Jaffrey"
2:00	Sara's Weeknight Meals "Six Ingredient
Meals"
2:30	Pati's Mexican Table "Texas Bbq in the
Orange Belt"
3:00	World's Greatest Cruises "Going 'dutch' in
the Caribbean"
3:30	Rick Steves Art of Europe "Baroque" In
the 1600s and 1700s, the art of "divine"
kings and popes-and of revolutionaries
and Reformers-tells the story of a Europe in
transition.
4:30	This Old House "Atlanta Respecting the Old
While Adding the New"
5:00	Ask This Old House "Sandstone Repair,
Awning Installation"
5:30	PBS NewsHour Weekend
6:00	Antiques Roadshow "Vintage San Antonio
Hour 2" See San Antonio finds including
1905 - 1954 World Series programs, Dr. Seuss
lunch box art, ca. 1970, and Oscar Heyman
jewelry, ca. 1955.
7:00	Agatha Christie's: Poirot "Adventure of the
Cheap Flat" Poirot unwittingly gets involved
in an FBI investigation into secret submarine
plans and the mafia.
8:00	Death In Paradise Death in Paradise is a
series of impossible murders set on the
fictional Caribbean island of Sainte Marie.
9:00	Midsomer Murders "The Curse of the Ninth,
Part 1" Barnaby and Winter uncover multiple
motives when the winner of a fought-after
music award is found strangled with a violin
string, moments before a performance.
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9:40	Midsomer Murders "The Curse of the Ninth,
Part 2"
10:30	Broadchurch "Episode 1" The initial forensics
report confirms Hardy and Ellie’s suspicions
that this was not an opportunistic attack, it
was planned.
11:30	Austin City Limits "Cimafunk and the Tribe"

13 SUNDAY
12:00	Downton Abbey Season 5 On Masterpiece
"Episode Six" Season 5 of the international
hit finds the Crawley family and the staff
struggling with responsibilities and choices
as they adjust to life in the Roaring Twenties.
1:20	Downton Abbey Season 5 On Masterpiece
"Episode Seven"
2:20	Masterpiece Classic "Episode Eight"
3:50	Miss Scarlet and the Duke On Masterpiece
“Angel of Inferno” Eliza is hired to solve
a case of blackmail in the shady world of
Victorian medicine and finds herself with
a new rival - Patrick Nash, the owner of a
private detective agency.
4:50	Colorado Voices “Veterans” Ahead of
veterans day, we want to highlight the
stories of Coloradans who have fought and
sacrificed so much for their country.
5:20	PBS NewsHour Weekend
5:50	Father Brown ”The Curse of the Aesthetic”
Based on the short stories by G K Chesterton,
Father Brown follows the kindly cleric as he
solves crimes in his community.
6:50	Miss Scarlet and the Duke On Masterpiece
“Quarter to Midnight” A famous mystery
writer is at the center of Eliza’s latest
investigation when a series of murders
mimic scenes in his books.
7:50	Magpie Murders On Masterpiece
“Episode 5” Susan’s sister and Andreas have
unexpected connections to Alan.
8:50	Annika On Masterpiece “Episode 5” Annika
arrives at a murder scene on a party boat.
From there, things only get more chaotic.
9:50	La Otra Mirada “The First and Last Word”
Roberta’s trial is underway. While the
academy is willing to support her, the
parents protest the involvement.
11:20	Tell Me More with Kelly Corrigan

14 MONDAY
7:00	Antiques Roadshow “Junk in the Trunk”
Discover all new appraisals from Season
26 of ROADSHOW, including an 1813 Jane
Austen Pride and Prejudice 2nd edition,
1939-1940 baseball signatures and book,
and a Jehan Georges Vibert oil.
8:00	Taken Hostage: An American Experience
Special Explore how America’s quartercentury of unwavering support for its ally,
the Shah of Iran, and the violent Islamic
revolution that overthrew him in 1979, set
the stage for the Iran hostage crisis.
10:00	In Their Own Words "Jimmy Carter" Hear the
inspiring story of a long-shot outsider who
fought his way to the top office in the world,
beat the odds against him again and again,
and never looked back in his quest to better
the lives of millions.
11:00	Amanpour and Company

15 TUESDAY
7:00	Finding Your Roots "Songs of the Past"
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. accompanies
Broadway stars Leslie Odom, Jr. and Nathan
Lane as they meet a cast of inspiring
ancestors hidden in the branches of their
family trees.
8:00	Taken Hostage: An American Experience
Special “Part 2” Through riveting accounts
from hostages, journalists and officials, learn
how Iranian students held 52 hostages at the
American embassy in Tehran from November
1979 to January 1981 - a defining crisis of
Jimmy Carter’s presidency.
10:00	After Action “All Gave Some”
11:00	Amanpour and Company

16 WEDNESDAY
7:00	Nature “Santa’s Wild Home” Get an intimate
look into life in Lapland, fabled land of Santa
Claus and actual home of tenacious wildlife
such as reindeer, wolverines, Brown bears
and more.
8:00	Nova “Zero to Infinity” The concepts of zero
and infinity didn’t always exist. They’ve
been invented and re-invented by different
cultures over thousands of years. Discover
the surprising story of these key concepts
that revolutionized mathematics.
9:00	Secrets of the Dead "The First Circle of
Stonehenge" A decade-long archaeological
quest reveals that the oldest stones of
Stonehenge originally belonged to a much
earlier sacred site -- a stone circle built on a
rugged, remote hillside in west Wales.
10:00	Nova “Ghosts of Stonehenge” Discover
how the last decade of groundbreaking
archaeological digs has revealed major new
clues to Britain’s enigmatic 5,000-year-old
site and the people who constructed it.
11:00	Amanpour and Company

17 THURSDAY
7:00	Colorado Voices "Fighting Hunger" Over
the last few years, as Colorado has grown, so
has the need for so many Coloradans who
don’t have enough resources to feed their
families. Each city has its own challenges
and obstacles to face. There are helpers in
our state working everyday to help bring
food to tables around the state, tackling the
challenges from different angles.
7:30	Colorado Experience "Native Horses" From
Rocky Mountain PBS and History Colorado,
this series explores the people, events and
places that have shaped Colorado.
8:00	The Horse Relative THE HORSE RELATIVE
explores the historic art of horse regalia
and how the tradition is being revived and
reinterpreted by Dakota communities for a
new generation.
9:00	Sand Creek Massacre On November 29,
1864, Colonel John Chivington led an
unprovoked attack that resulted in the
deaths of more than 150 women, children
and the elderly.
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10:00	Battle Over Bears Ears Explore the deep
connections to place and the vast cultural
divides that are fueling the fight over how
the Bears Ears Monument is protected and
managed.
11:00	Amanpour and Company

18 FRIDAY
7:00	Washington Week
7:30	Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
8:00	Next at the Kennedy Center "A Joni
Mitchell Songbook" The indomitable
influence of Joni Mitchell is celebrated with
an all-star lineup at the Kennedy Center,
led by multi-Grammy Award winner Vince
Mendoza and accompanied by the National
Symphony Orchestra.
9:00	American Masters "Brian Wilson: Long
Promised Road" Explore the life and career
of Brian Wilson, singer, songwriter and cofounder of The Beach Boys, as he and Rolling
Stone editor Jason Fine drive around Los
Angeles.
10:30	Beyond The Canvas “Visionaries of the Arts”
Conductor Michael Tilson Thomas, filmmaker
Sir David Attenborough and others reveal
what it takes to achieve excellence.
11:00	Amanpour and Company

19 SATURDAY
12:00	America's Test Kitchen “Italian-Inspired
Dinners” Test Cook Dan Souza shows host
Julia Collin Davison how to make the perfect
Braciole.
12:30	Moveable Feast with Relish Come along for
a mouthwatering ride and catch the spirit of
pop-up cooking with Moveable Feast.
1:00	Lidia's Kitchen “Treat Yourself” Lidia takes
a moment to remind the viewer how
important it is to treat yourself to something
nice.
1:30	In Julia's Kitchen with Master Chefs “Daniel
Boulud” Chef Daniel Boulud prepares a dish
of roasted veal chops and sweetbreads.
2:00	Sara's Weeknight Meals “Holiday Sweets”
The fall and winter holidays call for big
celebrations with friends and family and, of
course, lots of baking! Sara has the perfect
recipes for any occasion.
2:30	Pati's Mexican Table “A Day with Hugo” Chef
Hugo Guajardo of El Jonuco is pushing the
envelope on norestense cuisine, researching
around the state and finding the best
ingredients.
3:00	World's Greatest Cruises “Danube Culinary
Central Europe” In this episode of World’s
Greatest Cruises, Lynn Elmhirst indulges in
the tastes of Central Europe on a Danube
river cruise.
3:30	Rick Steves Art of Europe “The Modern
Age”
4:30	This Old House “Atlanta Repointed and
Planted”
5:00	Ask This Old House
5:30	PBS NewsHour Weekend
6:00	Antiques Roadshow “Junk in the Trunk”
7:00	Agatha Christie's: Poirot “The Kidnapped
Prime Minister” When the British Prime
Minister is kidnapped in France, Poirot
pursues his investigation in England.
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8:00	Death In Paradise Death in Paradise is a
series of impossible murders set on the
fictional Caribbean island of Sainte Marie.
9:00	Midsomer Murders “The Ghost of Causton
Abbey, Part 1” Causton is abuzz when a new
brewery opens on the site of a famously
cursed Abbey, but excitement turns to fear
when a man is found boiled to death in one
of the vats.
9:50	Midsomer Murders “The Ghost of Causton
Abbey, Part 2”
10:40	Broadchurch “Episode 2” Shockwaves
reverberate through Broadchurch as news
of the attack spreads. The scale of the
investigation dawns on Ellie and Hardy.
11:40	Austin City Limits “The Best of Spoon”

20 SUNDAY
11:00	Masterpiece Classic “Episode Nine”
Season 5 of the international hit finds the
Crawley family and the staff struggling with
responsibilities and choices as they adjust to
life in the Roaring Twenties.
1:00	Downton Abbey Season 6 On Masterpiece
“Episode One” Extortion and downsizing
threaten Downton Abbey. Change is afoot
at the hospital. Mrs. Hughes poses a delicate
question. Daisy speaks her mind, and Anna
and Bates wait for the word.
2:20	Downton Abbey Season 6 On Masterpiece
“Episode Two” Wedding plans hit a snag.
Pigs lead to trouble for Edith and Marigold.
Thomas gets a hint. Anna has a secret
appointment. Violet and Isobel lock horns
over health care.
3:30	Charlotte Mansfield: A Woman
Photographer Goes To War This half-hour
program tells the remarkable story of the
pioneering military career of Charlotte
Dee Mansfield, a photographer and photo
analyst in the Women’s Army Corps.
4:00	Miss Scarlet and the Duke On Masterpiece
“Quarter to Midnight” A famous mystery
writer is at the center of Eliza’s latest
investigation when a series of murders
mimic scenes in his books.
5:00	Colorado Voices “Troubles with Hoas” Rocky
Mountain PBS and Propublica have spent
more than a year investigating what life is
like in Colorado’s homeowners associations.
5:30	PBS NewsHour Weekend
6:00	Father Brown “The Fall of the House of St
Gardner” Based on the short stories by G K
Chesterton, Father Brown follows the kindly
cleric as he solves crimes in his community.
7:00	Miss Scarlet and the Duke On Masterpiece
“The Proposal” While Eliza and the Duke
struggle with their relationship, private
investigator Nash is shot just as Eliza agrees
to work with him.
8:00	Magpie Murders On Masterpiece “Episode
6” Susan cracks her case-not without mishap
then accompanies Pund as he lays out the
solution to Alan’s final book, as magpies
watch from above.
9:00	Annika On Masterpiece “Episode 6”
Michael’s brother is the prime suspect in his
ex’s murder.
10:00	La Otra Mirada “Way of the Cross” Teresa
stays at the academy alone over the
holidays.

11:30	Tell Me More with Kelly Corrigan “Nick
Hornby” Host Kelly Corrigan invites notable
guests to engage in long-form conversations
about what makes them tick.

21 MONDAY
7:00	Antiques Roadshow “Extraordinary Finds”
In celebration of 500 episodes, this special
hour follows the stories behind pivotal series
moments through all-new interviews with
longtime appraisers and memorable guests.
8:00	Antiques Roadshow “Extraordinary
Finds 2” Follow the stories behind more
unforgettable treasures from ANTIQUES
ROADSHOW’s history and learn what
happened after the cameras stop rolling
through all-new interviews with fan-favorite
appraisers, standout guests and more.
9:00	POV “Midwives” Meet two women running
a makeshift clinic in western Myanmar torn
apart by ethnic violence.
10:30	The David Rubenstein Show: Peer to Peer
Conversations
11:00	Amanpour and Company

22 TUESDAY
7:00	Finding Your Roots “Watchmen” Henry
Louis Gates, Jr. guides Regina King and
Damon Lindelof, the creative forces behind
a visionary television series, as they discover
that they have more in common than meets
the eye.
8:00	American Masters “Buffy Sainte-Marie:
Carry It On” Discover the groundbreaking
ascent of Indigenous artist Buffy SainteMarie as she rises to prominence in New
York’s folk music scene and blazes a path as
an Oscar-winning singer-songwriter, social
activist, educator, and artist.
10:00	American Masters “Buffy Sainte-Marie:
Carry It On”

23 WEDNESDAY
7:00	Tutankhamun: Allies & Enemies “Episode
1” Hour one commemorates the centennial
of King Tut’s tomb opening by exploring
the mysteries of his life and burial. Egyptian
Archeologist Dr. Yasmine El-Shazly meets
with historians and scientists to inspect
historical inconsistencies.
8:00	Tutankhamun: Allies & Enemies “Episode
2” Hour two uncovers further mysteries
behind King Tut’s life and burial. Egyptian
Archeologist Dr. Yasmine El-Shazly continues
her journey, seeking to answer some of the
historical inconsistencies surrounding this
great civilization.
9:00	Secrets of the Dead “Egypt’s Darkest Hour”
Follow a team of archaeologists as they
examine a rare mass grave dating to the
collapse of ancient Egypt’s Old Kingdom,
when political infighting and a changing
climate brought down a dynasty in a
moment of crisis and catastrophe.
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10:00	Richard Bangs' Adventures with a Purpose
"Egypt: Quest for the Lord of the Nile"
Explorer and travel writer Richard Bangs
sets off for an incredible adventure on the
great Nile River to uncover the history, myths
and culture of the lost crocodiles of ancient
Egypt.
11:00	Amanpour and Company

24 THURSDAY
7:00	Colorado Voices “HOA’s” Rocky Mountain
PBS and Propublica have spent more than
a year investigating what life is like in
Colorado’s homeowners associations.
7:30	Colorado Experience “Barry Fey / Red
Rocks” From Rocky Mountain PBS and
History Colorado, this series explores the
people, events and places that have shaped
Colorado.
8:00	Miss Scarlet and the Duke On Masterpiece
“Quarter to Midnight” A famous mystery
writer is at the center of Eliza’s latest
investigation when a series of murders
mimic scenes in his books. Meanwhile, the
Duke is also juggling problems at work with
a new superintendent and a troubled young
detective.
9:15	Miss Scarlet and the Duke On Masterpiece
“The Proposal”
10:30	Miss Scarlet & The Duke: Secrets Revealed

25 FRIDAY
7:00	Washington Week
7:30	Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
8:00	Great Performances “Josh Groban’s Great
Big Radio City Show” Experience the worldrenowned baritone performing songs from
many musical genres alongside several
special guest stars including Cyndi Lauper,
Denee Benton, New York City Ballet principal
dancer Tiler Peck and more.
10:00	Great Performances “Josh Groban’s Great
Big Radio City Show”

26 SATURDAY
12:00	Longevity Paradox with Steven Gundry,
MD In The Longevity Paradox, Dr.
Gundry shares informative, life-changing
information with us and shows us a step-bystep easy approach to help us all feel better
and more youthful today, no matter your
age.
1:30	Memory Rescue with Daniel Amen, M. D.
In Memory Rescue with Daniel Amen, MD,
Dr. Amen talks about how you can improve
your memory and even rescue it if you think
it’s headed for trouble.
3:30	Rick Steves European Christmas In the
special, Rick visits friends and families in
England, France, Norway, Germany, Austria,
Switzerland and Italy to reveal their customs
and practices of the holiday season.
5:30	PBS NewsHour Weekend
6:00	Rick Steves Why We Travel Featuring vivid
footage from Guatemala, Ethiopia, Palestine
and Iran, the special also illustrates why
travel will be more important than ever as
we emerge from the pandemic.

5

7:00	Concert for George On November 29, 2002,
one year after the passing of music legend
George Harrison, a performance tribute was
organized in his honor. Held at London’s
Royal Albert Hall, the momentous evening
featured Harrison’s songs and music he
loved, performed by a lineup that included
Paul McCartney, Ringo Starr, Jeff Lynne,
Monty Python, Tom Petty, Billy Preston,
Dhani Harrison and many more. Songs
include “Here Comes the Sun,” “While My
Guitar Gently Weeps,” “Something,” “For You
Blue,” “All Things Must Pass,” “Handle With
Care,” and “My Sweet Lord.”
9:00	20 Things to Do In Midsomer. . . . Before
You Die Presented by John Nettles (DCI Tom
Barnaby in Season 1-13) , 20 THINGS TO DO
IN MIDSOMER... BEFORE YOU DIE is a 20th
anniversary special that features stars past
and present discussing the peculiar quirks of
the delightful yet deadly Midsomer county.
10:30	The Who Hits 50!

27 SUNDAY
12:00	Aging Breakthrough with Dr. Kellyann
2:00	Suze Orman's Ultimate Retirement Guide
Join the acclaimed personal finance expert
for essential advice on planning for and
thriving in retirement.
4:00	Miss Scarlet and the Duke On Masterpiece
“The Proposal” While Eliza and the Duke
struggle with their relationship, private
investigator Nash is shot just as Eliza agrees
to work with him. As Eliza and Moses try to
solve the attempted murder, they realize the
real target of the shooting was Eliza herself.
5:00	Colorado Voices “Fighting Hunger” Over
the last few years, as Colorado has grown, so
has the need for so many Coloradans who
don’t have enough resources to feed their
families. Each city has its own challenges
and obstacles to face. There are helpers in
our state working everyday to help bring
food to tables around the state, tackling the
challenges from different angles.
5:30	PBS NewsHour Weekend
6:00	The Mysterious Women of Masterpiece
Mystery
7:00	Miss Scarlet & The Duke: Secrets Revealed
8:30	All Creatures Great and Small: The Next
Chapter
10:00	Mariah Carey - Live at the Tokyo Dome
Grab a front-row seat to the Songbird
Supreme’s historic first show in Japan,
featuring standout versions of her greatest
hits, including “Emotions,” “Dreamlover” and
“All I Want For Christmas Is You.”

29 TUESDAY
7:00	Your DNA Secrets Revealed
8:30	Rick Steves Fascism In Europe In this
one-hour special, Rick Steves travels back a
century to learn how fascism rose and then
fell in Europe - taking millions of people with
it. He traces fascism’s history from its roots
in the turbulent aftermath of World War I,
when masses of angry people rose up, to the
rise of charismatic leaders who manipulated
that anger, and the totalitarian societies they
built.
10:00	Memory Rescue with Daniel Amen, M. D.
In Memory Rescue with Daniel Amen, MD,
Dr. Amen talks about how you can improve
your memory and even rescue it if you think
it’s headed for trouble.

30 WEDNESDAY
7:00	Memory Rescue with Daniel Amen, M. D.
In Memory Rescue with Daniel Amen, MD,
Dr. Amen talks about how you can improve
your memory and even rescue it if you think
it’s headed for trouble.
9:00	Longevity Paradox with Steven Gundry,
MD In The Longevity Paradox, Dr.
Gundry shares informative, life-changing
information with us and shows us a step-bystep easy approach to help us all feel better
and more youthful today, no matter your
age.
10:30	Eat Your Medicine: The Pegan Diet with
Mark Hyman, MD Dr. Mark Hyman is a
practicing medical doctor who has been
studying nutrition and treating patients
for over 30 years. He practices a style of
medicine called Functional Medicine
which uncovers and addresses the root
cause of disease-the only way to actually
cure and reverse chronic conditions. One
of the most common conditions he treats
is FLC syndrome-that’s Feel Like Crap
syndrome. Unfortunately, FLC syndrome
is commonplace among so many of us.
But, the good news is, by the end of this
60-minute show, you’ll learn all about
reversing FLC syndrome, along with many
other chronic diseases, using the most
powerful drug on the planet. This medicine
is available to everyone, and it works faster,
better, and is cheaper than any other drug
on the market-and all the side effects are
good ones.

28 MONDAY
7:00	Willie Nelson: Live at Budokan
8:30	Last of the Breed Celebrate the greatest
hits of Willie Nelson, Merle Haggard and Ray
Price in this 2007 concert.
10:00	Suze Orman's Ultimate Retirement Guide
Join the acclaimed personal finance expert
for essential advice on planning for and
thriving in retirement.
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